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Connecting You to the Decision Makers in Group Travel

Results from the August 2015 survey of Group Tour magazine readers

Insights into today’s 
group travel industry 

SECTION I

How Group Tour 
magazine readers 
interact with 
the publication

I

In August 2015, Group Tour Media surveyed Group Tour 
magazine readers via email. Group planners were asked 
about industry trends and the specific characteristics of their 
tours. The results are summarized in this three-part report.

SECTION II

II

Group Tour 
magazine readers’ 
planning habits and 
attitudes

SECTION III

The tours  
Group Tour 
magazine  
readers plan

III

For more insights into your region’s group tour market,  
contact your Group Tour Media consultant.

http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/contact-us/
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*Respondents could pick more than one answer. Results will not equal 100%.

91%

are likely to use or refer back 
to Group Tour magazine when 
planning a tour.

use the ads in Group 
Tour magazine to 
design their itineraries.

Section I: how Group Tour magazine readers 
interact with the publication

of readers have gone directly to 
an advertiser’s web site as a result 
of viewing an ad in Group Tour 
magazine. This generates an effective readership of 

34,950 planners. 
As a result of viewing advertisements in 
Group Tour magazine, readers have also:*

51% Recommended a destination/attraction
48% Rediscovered a destination/attraction
35%  Selected or booked a destination  

for a tour
28% Directly contacted an advertiser
32% Visited GroupTour.com
23% Completed a Reader Service Card

71% 77%
of readers share their copy of 
Group Tour magazine with their 
colleagues.

95%

READER BUYING POWER

1

98% are actively creating 
or revising tour 
itineraries. 

Influence their company’s 
travel decisions.97%

MAGAZINE PASS-ON RATE

4

A VALUED RESOURCE

2

READING GENERATES ACTION

3

Summary: Group Tour magazine readers are the movers 
and shakers in the group market with the majority of 
responders indicating they are in the process of creating or 
revising tours and influence the tour destination choices at 
their firms. 

Nearly all Group Tour magazine readers use the magazine 
as a planning information resource with the next nearest 

competitor ranked as useful by only 7% of those surveyed.  
In fact, almost three-quarters of readers report that viewing 
an ad in Group Tour magazine prompted them to visit an 
advertiser’s website. 

The economic activity of this audience, combined with the 
reported magazine sharing, makes Group Tour magazine a 
powerful influence in the group market.

90% Websites/search engines
35% E-newsletters
34% Live conferences/events/trade shows
31% Digital publications
18% Videos

10% Blogs

OTHER MEDIA USED*

5

http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
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*Respondents could pick more than one answer. Results will not equal 100%.
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Section II: GTM Reader habits and attitudes

Group Tour magazine readers 
predict growth in these segments:*

expect their sales to grow or stay 
the same in the next 12 months.

97%

56% Cultural

51% Cruises/boat tours

46% Culinary

44% Soft adventure

31% Faith/religious

27% Festival/music

26% Shopping

26% Student travel

23% Health/spa wellness 

20% Luxury

Readers report using the 
following social media:*

67% Facebook

29% LinkedIn

23% No social media 

22% Google+

19% Twitter

15% YouTube

12% Pinterest

10% Instagram

HOW READERS PLAN

6

start planning 
at least seven 
months in 
advance.

83%

69%

50% 
plan at least five trips per year.

plan at least 11 trips per year.

OPTIMISTIC ATTITUDE

7

SOCIAL MEDIA USE

8
SEGMENT GROWTH

9

Summary: Group Tour magazine readers are organized. 
The majority begin planning tours half a year before the 
tour departs. This suggests that destinations need to begin 
promoting special events at least a year in advance to give 
planners time to respond.

Group Tour magazine readers are confident about the future 
of group travel and expect their sales to grow or hold steady. 
They anticipate growth in many different sectors of the 
group market with cultural tourism leading the way.

Group Tour magazine readers are busy. They plan multiple 
trips per year.

Although more than half of the responders have embraced 
Facebook, other social media platforms have not been 
adopted as vigorously. This suggests that marketing 
campaigns to target groups cannot rely soley on social 
media. A multimedia marketing plan that combines print 
and digital/online media is more likely to have an impact.

http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/
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*Respondents could pick more than one answer. Results will not equal 100%.

50%

95% plan tours within 
the United States

plan tours 
within Canada

Section III: The tours GTM readers plan

TOUR DESTINATIONS

10
TRANSPORTATION

11

GROUP AGE AND SIZE

12
VARIETY OF TOURS PLANNED

13

Alumni

Corporate

Family reunions

Friend getaways 

LGBT

Military

Multi-generational

Religious

Senior citizens

Sports teams

Students

Voluntourism

90%  Motorcoaches

68%  Air

62%  Cruise ships, riverboats

48%  Rail

2%  None of the above 

Type of tour transport used*

45% Baby Boomers (51-69)

33% Seniors (70+)

10% Generation X (35-50)

8% Generation Y (16-34)

4% Generation Z (15 and under)

Average tour participant age: Tour types planned:

Average group size:
34% 40+

33% 25-39

20% 12-24

13% Less than 12

GTM-5264b

Summary: Group Tour magazine readers plan tours beyond 
their own neighborhoods. Although the majority of tours 
travel within the United States, half also tour within Canada.

Baby boomers, with their disposable income and greater 
free time for travel, are the tour planner’s richest market. 
Considering that most tours still use the motorcoach for 
transportation,  it should come as no suprise that group sizes 
remain large, often with more than 40 travelers. Filling buses 

is still the most economical way to create a profitable tour. 
Notably, more than half of survey responders reported that 
they book air or cruise travel as well.

When asked what type of tours are being planned, the 
results were widely varied with no clear leader. This 
indicates that touring is a rich market, filled with niches and 
special interests. Destinations must be wary about broadly 
generalizing the needs or desires of tour groups.

http://www.grouptour.com/
http://www.grouptour.com/

